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CCDOGE inherits the YOLO spirit of Dogecoin and is a 100% 
community-driven blockchain project. Initiated by core developers 
from the dogecoin community, CCDOGE is developed based on the 
Binance Smart Chain. It aims to introduce the spirit of Dogecoin into 
other public chains and create a DeFi version of "Dogecoin".
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After several years of development, Dogecoin has long become a 
well-known cryptocurrency and has a huge community of users 
around the world. Compared with Bitcoin, the price of Dogecoin is 
very low, and it is very popular among retail investors. Dogecoin is 
essentially a mockery of retail investors to institutions, and it is also a 
victory for the spirit of YOLO. Its return on investment even 
surpassed Bitcoin at one time. 
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CCDOGE is an open source blockchain project initiated by the core 
developers of the original dogecoin community, dedicated to bringing 
dogecoin to DeFi and providing a decentralized autonomous 
community for dogecoin enthusiasts worldwide. Early CCDOGE will 
be first deployed on the BSC smart chain, and will gradually expand 
to other public chains such as Ether and Solana in the future. 
CCDOGE will initially focus on lock-in airdrop and automatic revenue, 
and will later go live on Swap and NFT platforms one after another.

CCDOGE is the world's first 3A type (auto-gain, auto-deflation, auto-
marketing) token. Compared with dogecoin and Shiba inu, CCDOGE 
has limited total issuance and permanent deflation, supports auto-
gain, and is a typical representative of third generation meme tokens. 
In addition, holders of CCDOGE can participate in up to 300% lock-in 
mining.
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CCDOGE is a 100% community-driven 
open source blockchain project.

COMMUNITY

We are committed to building a 
cooperative and win-win blockchain 
community and creating a WSB 
community in the blockchain field.

COOPERATION

Dogecoin pioneered the meme token 
and has built an extremely large 
community worldwide. CCDOGE was 
founded by the original core 
developers of Dogecoin to fill the 
gaps in the dogecoin economic model 
and to carry forward the dogecoin 
community spirit.

DOGE

CCDOGE
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YOU ONLY LIVE ONCE

People only live once, some live in the moment, some have fun in 
time, some live up to their life, some regret their life. We have owned 
valuable bitcoins and worthless dog coins; we have experienced 
numerous bear markets, but found no courage to take the bottom; we 
hope to write our life with extraordinary, but let mediocrity become 
the note of life.

YOLO is the core value of CCDOGE community, YOLO symbolizes 
debauchery and living up to this life. Every CCDOGE member pursues 
not perfection in everything, but a life without regret. In the pursuit of 
YOLO, you are not alone in the battle.
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CCDOGE is developed based on BSC in the early stage, and will 
gradually support other public chains such as Ether and Solana in the 
future, eventually forming multi-chain support. Compared with other 
meme tokens, CCDOGE has obvious advantages, such as lower cost, 
automatic destruction, support for multiple chains, etc.

Locked Mining

DAO

Yield Farming

NFT Auction

Auto-Deflation

Auto-Market-maker

Auto-Farming

SWAP Bonus

CHAIN MULTICHAIN

CCDOGE DogeCoin

DOGECOIN ETHEREUM

Shiba inu

CCDOGE
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First 3A Token

First 3A Token
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Auto-Farming
Holding tokens can automatically obtain income without complicated 
operations such as authorized pledges. 2.5% of each transaction will 
be allocated to token holders.

Auto-Market-Maker
5% of each transaction will automatically enter the black hole 
address and be permanently destroyed. Compared with long-term 
inflation tokens, deflation is conducive to the continuous increase in 
the value of tokens.

2.5% of each transaction automatically enters the liquidity pool.

Auto-Deflation

CCDOGE
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Earn Rewards Just Hodling in your wallet!

• 2014,we missed bitcoin;
• 2020,we missed dogecoin;
• 2021,we missed shiba inu;
• We only live once;
• We can’t missed opportunities any more!

• 500%

In order to motivate the core supporters of CCDOGE, we have 
introduced the feature of lock-in mining. Locked position mining 
allows users to hold CCDOGE for a long period of time to avoid 
getting off early and increase their investment returns.

Locked mining up to 500% return.

Locked mining also can receive auto farming profit, that’s 
means we got multi profit. 

Locked mining can make everyone holding CCDOGE, enjoy the 
benefits of rising CCDOGE prices.

• Multi-mining

• Raise+

CCDOGE
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CCDOGE Swap

ccDoge Swap
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Doge Swap is a cross-chain aggregated trading protocol based on 
the AMM mechanism that allows users to exchange various types of 
crypto assets in a decentralized wallet. Users can also earn 
transaction fees by providing liquidity on CCDOGE Swap.

CCDOGE Swap will be the world's first decentralized exchange to 
support Dogecoin cross-chain exchange, and will go live in the future 
with liquidity mining, airdrops, and many other ways to play.

Add Liquidity
Add liquidity to receive LP tokens

PoolSwap

Provide Liquidity

100,000,000
CCDOGE per BNB

0.00000001
BNB per CCDOGE

0.5%
Share of Pool

INPUT

INPUT

PRICE AND POOL SHARE

Balance: 1

Balance: 99,999,999

$276.85

$276.85

MAX1

100,000,000

BNB

CCDOGE

PoolSwap

Swap

FROM

TO ESTIMATED

PRICE

Balance: 120

Balance: 19,999,999,999

$276.85

$276.85

MAX1

10,000,000,000

BNB

CCDOGE

�������������%1%�SHU�&&'2*(

Advanced settings

Add recipient (optional)

CCDOGE
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CCDOGE NFT

ccDoge NFT
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CCDOGE NFT is the world's first MEME themed series of NFT trading 
platform, the main NFT concepts are CCDOGE, dogcoin, shiba inu 
and so on. Unlike general NFT trading platforms, CCDOGE NFT will be 
the first decentralized protocol that supports NFTDeFi mining.

The CCDOGE NFT platform allows users to 
pledge various types of different NFT assets 
for lending, which helps release sunk funds 
in the NFT market with an initial pledge rate 
of 1000%, which automatically triggers 
liquidation when the pledge rate falls short.

CCDOGE NFT platform supports liquidity 
mining, users can participate in NFT casting 
and trading in the platform can get CCDOGE 
rewards, in addition, users can also pledge 
NFT assets for mining.

NFT Mining

NFT lending

CCDOGE
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CCDOGE DAO

ccDoge DAO
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CCDOGE is a 100% community-driven project where governance 
decisions will be made on the chain. 5% of the revenue generated in the 
CCDOGE ecosystem will automatically go into the DAO vault. CCDOGE 
holders can participate in DAO governance, initiate proposals, participate 
in voting, etc.

CCDOGE
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CCDOGE is a native governance token for the CCDOGE ecosystem, issued 
based on the BEP20 standard, with a total supply of 2100 trillion.

Community
Rewards

50%

5%
15%

30%
Initial release

Public sale

Airdrop

Burn
50% 50%

Circulation

CCDOGE
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Road Map
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Launch official website, deploy 

Smart Contracts.

Market warm-up, early 

business cooperation.

Launch social media sites, 

twitter, telegram, etc.

Begin first round of community 

airdrops.

10,000 telegram members.

Launch locked mining.

Apply for listing on 

Coinmarketcap.

Apply for listing on Coingecko.

Third party audit.

Launch influencer marketing 

push.

Begin 2# round of community 

airdrops.

Cooperate with third wallet, 

trust wallet, tokenpocket etc.

Partnership with WSB 

community.

50,000 telegram members.

50,000 holders.

Develop for CCDOGE Swap.

Develop for CCDOGE NFT 

market.

Launch DAO.

CCDOGE
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Road Map
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Launch cross-chain aggregation 

exchange CCDOGE Swap.

Launch AMA with WSB 

community.

Launch CCDOGE Swap liquidity 

mining.

Launch CCDOGE NFT market.

Release CCDOGE series NFT.

Release YOLO series NFT.

Launch NFT mining.

200,000 telegram members.

200,000 holders.

Listing on major CEX.

Launch NFT lending.

Begin 3# round of community 

airdrops.

Community meet up.

Release WSB series NFT.

500,000 telegram members.

500,000 holders.

Launch ccDoge NFT liquidity 

mining.

Support dogecoin, ethereum 

and other public chain. 

Build the world‘s largest 

community of CCDOGE.

CCDOGE
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THANK YOU
by CCDOGE team

CCDOGE

https://t.me/ccdogeofficial

https://twitter.com/CCdogecoin

https://discord.com/invite/u4kEfd7Dtr


